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Introduction
Cross-linguistically, posture verbs tend to become grammaticalized and to encode aspectual information such as durativity (Kuteva 1999) . The fact that this occurs in a wide-range of unrelated languages makes posture verbs particularly interesting objects of study. Afrikaans uses a small set of auxiliary-like posture verbs as markers of durativity in a particular type of restructuring configuration.
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imply that Jan was standing but rather denotes durativity. Thus, the coordinated predicates together refer to a single event of chasing the elephants away; not to a discrete event of standing and to another of chasing. The posture verb is known in the Afrikaans literature as an Indirect Linking Verb (ILV) or Indirekte Skakelwerkwoord and is part of a closed class of such verbs including loop 'walk', sit 'sit', lê 'lie down' and staan 'stand'. The fact that the object occurs to the left of the posture verb (in Spec vP or alternatively Spec AgrOP) indicates that this is an instance of restructuring. What is remarkable about this Afrikaans construction is that the coordinated verbal string can be piedpiped as part of verb-second, stranding the separable particle. Henceforth, the pied-piped complex coordinated predicate will be called a Complex Initial. The non-pied-piped complex, coordinated predicate will be referred to as 'the verbal string'. The phenomenon itself will be called Quirky verb-second. 2 That this appears to be optional is demonstrated by (2b) which has the same denotation. 3 There are several reasons why this phenomenon is fascinating. First, there is the obvious fact that a complex, coordinated predicate is pied-piped as part of verb-second. Such pied-piping is optional and does not lead to a semantic difference. This is unique among the Germanic verbsecond languages and raises important questions about the nature of head movement.
The pied-piped constituent is a head
There is a variety of evidence showing that pied-piped, coordinated predicates do indeed act as a single verbal head. 4 First, there is the fact that the Complex Initial displays the same distribution as an ordinary verbal head: it displays a matrix-embedded asymmetry with respect to verb-second. Examples (3a,b) illustrate the matrix-embedded asymmetry characteristic of simplex predicates. The fact that the ILV coordinated predicates and simplex verbs exhibit the same distribution strongly suggests that the pied-piped predicate acts as a single, verbal head. Moreover, the second position of the clause is usually reserved for verbal heads in a verb-second language like Afrikaans. This indicates that the complex predicate which occurs in second position must also be a head.
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The second major argument for the head status of the pied-piped predicate is the fact that no non-verbal material may intrude within it. In this regard, consider the position of the separable particle in examples (4). It will be noted that the particle occurs within the coordinated structure when the verbal string is in situ. However, when pied-piping occurs, the particle is stranded in sentencefinal position. Importantly, the particle can never be pied-piped along with the coordinated verbs (5). Similarly, neither high nor low adverbs can occur within the pied-piped complex predicate (egs (6) and (7)) and still retain the aspectual reading. It is thus a true verbal cluster in its pied-piped position. These arguments strongly suggest that the pied-piped coordinated predicate is a single head.
Interim summary
This section has outlined a curious phenomenon in Afrikaans that appears to challenge established ideas about verb-second and head movement. It has been demonstrated that a coordinated complex predicate can be pied-piped to verb-second position in Afrikaans. It is shown that the pied-piped constituent is indeed a head.
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The base structure of Afrikaans coordinated predicates
In this section, the structure motivating ILV coordinated predicates is explored. ILV coordinated predicates behave like single verbs in the sense that they can undergo head-movement and refer to a single event. On the other hand, the presence of the separable particle within the coordinated structure in examples like (1) and (4b) suggests that the coordinated verbal string is not a constituent at all. This apparent paradox can be resolved by the following structure.
(8) vP
en v VP r r r Object P article V
V
In this structure, the ILV is coordinated with a phonetically empty little v. In the absence of V-v raising, V remains in situ and occurs to the right of the object (Barbiers 2000) . Thus, the lexical verb is not a constituent with the coordinated V+en+v complex. The position for objects is to the left of V. It is also assumed that the separable particle is adjoined to VP.
6 This structure is supported by the distributions of subjects, objects, particles and adverbs.
Given structure (8), there are potentially three adjunction positions for XP-like material. These are labelled A, B and C for convenience. Position A would be Spec vP or higher, including AgrOP. It is the unmarked position for subjects, objects, adverbials and other material associated with the functional layer. Position B corresponds to an adjunction point between two conjoined heads. Consequently, it is expected that no XP-like material could ever occur in this position. Finally, Position C is equivalent to VP adjunction and might potentially host low adverbs of manner, separable verbal particles and conceivably, some types of 'low' objects. These predictions are explored in the following subsections.
Distribution of subjects
In the following examples, an expletive is located in subject position, forcing the indefinite subject to remain in Spec vP corresponding to Position A. Subjects can only occur in Position A (10a). As expected, it is not possible for the subject to occur in either Positions B or C (10b, c) . This is consistent with the proposed structure. 
Distribution of adverbs
The fact that different adverbs systematically select different points of adjunction (Ernst 2002) provides a useful tool to disambiguate structures. Position A corresponds to a variety of positions in the functional layer and is thus the unmarked position for many adverbs (11a). 7 Since adverbs are XPs, they cannot occur in Position B (11b). Finally, higher adverbs cannot occur in Position C, although lower adverbs which can adjoin to VP typically can (11c). This shows that the lexical verb is not a constituent with the ILV and the coordinator. This is congruent with the proposed structure (8). (11) a It is interesting to note that these data also exclude a structure for the Afrikaans construction based on clausal subordination. The following kind of subordinative structure would predict that higher adverbs would be able to occur in Position C. Since this prediction is falsified by (11c), the clausal subordination structure cannot be correct.
Distribution of objects
Afrikaans objects usually move to the left of the verb, to what I take to be a specifier of vP (13a).
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However, a subset of objects can also occur in a lower position, presumably the base position for objects (13b). 9 No objects can occur in Position B (13c). Incidentally, it is worth noting that these 'low' objects are probably not incorporated into the lexical verb because otherwise they would be pied-piped with the complex, coordinated predicate. In fact, they can never be pied-piped in this way (14b). (14) a. Waarom Why 
Distribution of separable particles
Separable particles are XPs occurring in a VP-adjoined position as illustrated in (8). Whether or not they are base-generated in this position (as objects are) or whether they are generated as the heads of small clauses in a still lower position is not directly relevant at this point. The distribution of separable particles has already been touched on in section (1.1). It is clear from example (1) adapted here as (15a) that a separable particle can occur in Position C. However, the separable particle cannot occur in either Position A (15b) or Position B (15c 
Particles are evidence against a remnant movement approach Incidentally, these particle distribution facts are important evidence against an approach to Quirky verb-second based on remnant movement.
Over the past several years, there has been increased interest in recasting verbal head-movement as remnant movement. A approaches such as that of Nilsen (2003) and Biberauer (2003) retain head-movement for verb movement to the head of FinP/TP, but utilize remnant movement for verbsecond itself (i.e. what was traditionally T-to-C movement (Den Besten 1989) ). Other frameworks follow the stronger hypothesis that all head-movement is reducible to remnant movement (Mahajan 2000; , Müller 2004 . In fact, it might be suggested that Afrikaans Quirky verb-second is prima facie evidence for this kind of approach. After all, if all apparent head-movement to T did involve remnant movement, then it would be expected that verbal strings would be pied-piped. To explore this issue more fully, consider the following straw-man outline of a remnant movement derivation (16). (16) a The derivation begins with a vP shell containing an coordinated predicate. The non-verbal material is then evacuated from the vP. The vP is subsequently fronted to simulate verb-movement.
However, there are good reasons why Afrikaans Quirky verb-second is not derived by remnant movement (De Vos 2004b) . The first of these is that a derivation like (16) does not conform to independently verified properties of remnant movement in Afrikaans. It is known, that remnant movement in Germanic in general (Den Besten and Webelhuth 1987) , and Afrikaans in particular (Biberauer 2004) does not require obligatory evacuation of non-verbal material from the vP. Such material is typically pied-piped. Consider the following example of vP movement to Spec TP as proposed by Biberauer (2003) (17) . Crucially, in this case, remnant movement pied pipes all nonverbal material (including the separable particle (17b)). This means that, in the context of ILV constructions, separable particles cannot be scrambled outside the vP for independent reasons. However, these are precisely the configurations that require the particle to scramble if a remnant movement approach is to succeed (De Vos 2004b) . This paradoxical situation is strong evidence against an approach requiring this type of remnant movement.
Summary of distributions
This section has explored the distributions of subjects, objects, adverbs and separable particles. These distributional data are tabulated here. It is quite clear that they are congruent with the structure proposed in (8 Coordination and feature bundles
The following section will provide an analysis of Quirky verb-second in Afrikaans. However, in order to do so, some assumptions about coordination must be outlined.
Selected assumptions about coordination
Since coordination plays a central role in the following discussion, it is necessary to outline a few fundamental assumptions concerning it. The coordinator & takes (at least) two 'arguments' X and Y in the following, asymmetric configuration:
. Thus where XPs are coordinated, X is a specifier of & while Y is a complement (Johannessen 1998 , Kayne 1994 , Progovac 1998a b, Van Koppen 2005 , Zoerner 1995 . In a bare-phrase-structure system (Chomsky 1995) the same configuration can apply to heads. It is known, that coordinative structures are different to other Spec-head-complement structures insofar as the features of the conjuncts are accessible on the mother node (Cormack and Breheney 1994 , Johannessen 1998 , Van Koppen 2005 , Zoerner 1995 . Furthermore, coordinative structures are subject to the Law of Coordination of Likes (LCL) (Chomsky 1957 , Munn 1993 , Sag et al. 1985 , Schachter 1977 . It has long been known that a curious, yet important, lexical fact about conjunction, is that in natural language, coordination almost always targets 'like' constituents. This property is usually referred to as the Law of Coordination of Likes in the literature. The level of similarity may not be restricted to only syntactic features, but also extends to the semantic function or functional equivalence (Dik 1968 , Haspelmath 2007 , Munn 1993 , Peterson 2004 , Sag et al. 1985 . 
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Coordination is also subject to the Coordinate Structure Constraint (CSC) (Ross 1967) , abstracting away from the Across-the-Board (ATB) exception to it.
(19) a. Coordinate Structure Constraint: In a coordinate structure, no element contained in a conjunct may be moved out of that conjunct (Ross 1967:89) .
b. Across the Board Rule Application: In a coordinate structure, the same constituent may be extracted from within all the conjuncts simultaneously (Ross 1967 , Williams 1978 ).
The CSC is illustrated in the following example where no individual WH-item may be extracted from any single conjunct, but can be extracted in ATB-fashion from both conjuncts simultaneously. In its original form, the CSC was a disjunctive condition incorporating a condition to the effect that no conjunct may be moved (Ross 1967:89) . This will be referred to as the Conjunct Condition but will not play any role in the remainder of this article.
These fundamental assumptions about coordination are taken to be axiomatic and ultimately a function of a deep, lexical property of coordination. Having laid down these assumptions, it is possible to further explore the interaction of coordination with verbal heads.
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Deriving the base structure for ILV constructions
In this section, the derivation of the base structure for coordinated predicates will be outlined. The derivation of example (21) is as follows. At this point, the coordinative head is merged directly to the v head, whereafter the posture verb is merged in the same way. This yields the structure in (23) . It is important to note that this system of direct adjunction is not particularly novel. This is precisely the same adjunction mechanism used by head-movement and exploits the similarity between MERGE and MOVE. This derives the proposed base structure in (8). Note that the LCL is respected insofar as both v and the posture verb are (light) verbs. In addition, the object is not contained within a coordinative structure, so it can be freely raised to Spec vP (or Spec AgrOP) for Case licensing. This structure accounts for the 'restructuring' properties of this construction. Importantly, however, the lexical verb and the posture verb do not form a constituent. This opens the possibility for low adverbs, particles etc. to be adjoined at VP level. This accounts for all the distributional facts in section (2).
Implications of the LCL for coordinated feature bundles
In structures like (8) and (23) where heads are coordinated, the question of what exactly is being coordinated comes to the fore. The representation in (23) is not precise enough since it does not necessarily distinguish between two potential ways of representing the coordination of heads. Under traditional assumptions, it is usually categories that are coordinated. However, it could just as well be that coordination scopes over features within feature bundles. Assume feature bundles to be comprised of at least, categorial, formal, phonological and semantic features. These two possibilities are represented in (24) and (25), where the circle informally represents the scope of coordination.
In (24), the entire feature bundle is coordinated with another. In (25), it is the features themselves that are coordinated. Generally, these two situations are empirically indistinguishable. Morphologically, the feature bundle is always isomorphic with a particular verbal form regardless of whether coordination operates over some or all of its internal features. From a syntactic perspective, all the features are within the scope of coordination in both instances. Thus it would not be possible to extract a feature from one conjunct without violating the CSC. However, it could be the case that Afrikaans ILV constructions provide a context subtle enough to distinguish between these two systems.
Consider the situation in (26) where one conjunct is a subset of the other. The LCL ensures that only 'like' features are coordinated. The fact that the first feature bundle has a phonological 10
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D R A F T feature whereas the other does not means that the phonological feature must remain outside the scope of coordination. This opens the possibility for that feature to be extracted from the feature bundle without incurring a violation of the CSC.
Deriving a simplex initial
Looking back at the structure in (23), it is evident that little v lacks a phonological feature whereas the posture verb has a phonological feature by default. In other words, structure (23) Afrikaans ILV constructions thus provide evidence for syntactic operations being able to manipulate features within feature bundles. In this particular instance, it is coordination that operates over features within feature bundles. Interestingly, this is not at odds with the original formulation of the CSC and LCL which were originally defined as operating over syntactic entities and not categories per se. Nevertheless, the CSC and LCL can now be explicitly defined over features. I call this subatomic syntax. (29) a. Subatomic LCL: Coordination always coordinates 'like' entities. Where 'entity' is a feature or set of features. b. Corollary: A feature (or set of features) may only be coordinated with another feature (of set of features) of the same type, which are made available by the syntactic structure being coordinated.
(30) a. Subatomic CSC: Extraction from within any coordinated entity is disallowed. Where 'entity' is a feature or set of features. 14 b. Corollary: Extraction out of a coordinative structure is disallowed if that extraction is from within the coordinated entities themselves. Extraction is allowed if coordination does not scope over the extracted entity. 'Why does Jan chase away the elephants?'
The derivation begins with merging the lexical verb, object and then v as for derivation (22).
If the lexical verb is to undergo verb-second, then it is necessary that it raises to v at an early stage of the derivation. This is a necessary condition for any theory of V-to-T movement. It is precisely this movement that sets the stage for the derivation of an example like (31). (33) v
Subsequently, the coordinative head and the posture verb are directly adjoined to the V+v complex as described in derivations (22) and (23). (34) v
Now consider the nature of the feature bundles in derivation (34). The conjunct containing the posture verb has phonological features by default. Although, little v itself does not have any phonological features, the movement of V to v has effectively provided the second conjunct (containing V+v) with phonological material. According to the Subatomic LCL (29), all 'like' features must be coordinated. The feature bundles are illustrated in (35) where the circle informally represents the scope of coordination.
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This means that the phonological feature resides within the scope of coordination and cannot be extracted individually without incurring a CSC violation. 15 The only possible outcome is for the entire coordinated head to be pied-piped to T.
16 Subsequent operations ultimately derive a verb-second effect. This derive examples like (2a) repeated below. Importantly, this means that head-movement of a complex, coordinated head is not necessarily movement of a phonological feature at all, but is an operation of narrow syntax. 'Why does Jan chase away the elephants?'
At this point, analyses have been been proposed that can account for the Afrikaans facts as described in the introduction. The optionality between examples (2a) and (2b) ultimately reduces to the question of whether the lexical verb moves to v or not. When V raises to v, a complex initial results; when V-v raising does not occur, a simplex initial is the outcome.
Other types of moved verbal clusters
Until now, the entire discussion has focussed exclusively on coordinated predicates formed with ILVs. However, there are also other types of verbal clusters that can undergo V-to-T movement. These include complex initials with aspectual, restructuring, raising verbs (i.e. Direct Linkg Verbs/DLVs) as well as reduplicative, coordinated predicates. It will be demonstrated that these types of complex can also be accommodated in the proposed analysis.
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Modern Aspectual constructions
Modern Germanic languages that utilize posture verbs to indicate aspect tend to have a semantically 'light' functional head that can have the morphological form of a subordinator (te(38a)) or a coordinator en ((38b,c) or be homophonous between the two å/at ((38d). In all forms, simplex initials are possible (where verb movement is obviously a necessary condition) and complex initials are impossible. However, a closer look at dialectal microvariation shows this to be untrue. The following examples of West-Flemish show that a coordinative morpheme can also be associated with a disjunctive tense. Thus, there is no correlation between the morphological form of the coordinator/subordinator and tense. (40) a. Jan Jan (m.devos@ru.ac.za ()) D R A F T These data are supported by historical evidence which show essentially the same thing. Ijbema (2003) gives the following nineteenth century example. (41) a. daer there sy she sat sat en and huylen cry-INF 'she was sitting there and crying' (Ijbema 2003) Interestingly however, there does appear to be a correlation between the formation of complex initials and agreement. A complex initial may only contain verbs with the same morphological form of agreement. Consider the following paradigm from Ijbema (2003) citing (Gerritsen 1991 With respect to coordinative morphemes, these data show that verbs can have the same agreement marking (42c,d) or different agreement marking (40). The pair in (42d,e) are especially important because (42d) appears to be a complex initial. This is supported by the ungrammaticality of (42e), a fact which would be explained if both verbs are adjoined to T at some point in the derivation and consequently must have the same agreement.
6.1.1
Conclusion These comparative data lend credence to the assertion by (Ponelis 1993) that Afrikaans complex initials arose as a consequence of a loss of verbal inflection -where the finite and non-finite forms of the verb were non-distinct and so examples like (42d,e) would have been indistinguishable. This begins to explain the paucity of complex initials in modern Germanic languages. All modern Germanic languages, except Afrikaans, have at least some inflectional morphology. The preceding data show that the morphological component constrains the form of coordinated predicates. Thus, it follows that Afrikaans will be far less restricted in forming coordinated predicates than other Germanic languages. This also predicts that complex initials are, in principle possible in Germanic languages, provided that (a) a coordinative strategy is used and (b) that the agreement matches on both verbs. While this strategy seems to be restricted, the data in (42d) show that it is, in principle, possible. The class of DLVs in Afrikaans is not homogenous (De Vos 2005 , Robbers 1997 ) and full justice cannot be done to the entire class here. Nevertheless, it has been shown that many DLVs have formal properties very similar to ILVs (see De Vos (2005) for a comprehensive overview). Thus, there does not appear to be any reason why the same structure that was applied to ILV structures (8) should not also be applied to DLV structures. The only caveat is that in these cases the coordinator is covert. As for the ILV instances, in the absence of V-v raising, v remains devoid of phonological features. This means that the phonological features of the DLV (in this instance laat) must remain outside the scope of coordination. Consequently, they are free to move to T without incurring a violation of the CSC.
However, when V-v raising occurs v is lexicalized by V. Thus, both the first conjunct (containing the DLV) and the second conjunct (containing V-v) have phonological features. Consequently, the phonological features lie within the scope of coordination and the entire complex predicate must be pied piped, should movement be required. The the proposed structure, in conjunction with the LCL and CSC can also derive Quirky Verb Movement with DLVs.
6.3.1
Additional prospects In natural language, coordination allows conjuncts to themselves be coordinated. Since the proposed structures (8) and (48) explicitly utilize coordination, it should also be possible to coordinate DLVs and ILVs in a single structure.
VERB
This prediction is fulfilled by examples like (53) which illustrate pied-piping of a complex verbal predicate with both an overtly coordinated ILV and a (covertly coordinated) DLV. What is interesting about this structure (52) is that it makes a prediction about what verbs can be pied-piped and which cannot. The second conjunct (subscript 2) consists of v. Since it lacks phonological features, it predicts that the first conjunct (subscript 1) should be able to be piedpiped. This is demonstrated in (54). Such examples are possible but not common, according to Ponelis (1993) . In structure (52), within the first conjunct (subscript 1), there is an overt verb in each conjunct (1A and 1B respectively). There is thus phonological material in both conjuncts. This predicts that it will not be possible to extract the DLV separately, but that the entire first conjunct (i.e. v 1 ) should be pied-piped. The impossibility of extracting the first verb individually is illustrated in (55) Thus, it would appear that the proposed structure makes predications about which heads can be excorporated from the complex predicate. These predictions turn out to be true.
Other types of coordinated predicates
The proposed analysis is also robust enough to account for certain other contexts where coordinated predicate heads do not excorporate. Consider the following example of reduplicative coordination. 
loop? walk
Example (56a) illustrates the base order of a coordinated, reduplicative predicate. It is an ordinary matrix clause with the reduplicated predicate in sentence-final position. Importantly, the coordinated predicate does not refer to two, distinct events of walking. Rather, it is a single event of walking with the added implication that it was an extended duration or intensive process. The coordinated predicate thus has an aspectual value of durativity. This is quite similar to the ILV construction in (1) which also refers to a single, durative event.
It is also important that the reduplicated predicate is 'restructuring' in the sense that the prepositional object occurs to the left of the coordinated string. This illustrates that we are not dealing with two coordinated clauses. This too is similar to the ILV construction in (1).
Finally, the fact that the coordinated verbs do indeed function as a single verbal head is emphasized by the fact that the coordinated predicate can raise to T and can even undergo inversion, occurring to the left of the subject (56b). Where the reduplicated predicate differs from the Afrikaans ILV construction is that it does not license excorporation, illustrated in (56c).
Other types of coordinated predicates include coordination of modals (57a,b). Here too, excorporation is not licensed (57c).
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